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-------- Original Message -------Subject:Re: web apprearance --- photo alignment
Date:Mon, 19 Jul 2010 10:28:55 +0800
From:Caremy Neo Hui San <huisan@neudimenxion.com>
To:Clarence Yong <cyong@neudimenxion.com>
CC:Budi Soehardi <budisoehardi@yahoo.com>, rita Tungkol <rita@neudimenxion.com>, Ban Seng CHEW <bschew@gmail.com>,
charmain@Neudimenxion.com

Dear all,
Have did some testing
There are two place to upload photo.
1. The first button next to Upload/ Insert
2. The image icon inside the the editor
I usually use the first one because it more straight forward
Usually if I need to add photo as in a new line without any alignment, i Enter first to give a space between two paragraphs. And after upload the photo, i
choose None in the alignment setting
That one should do the trick
Rgds,
Caremy
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On 7/18/2010 11:37 PM, Clarence Yong wrote:
Dear Budi,
We will check on the script tomorrow.
You did very well, and i am sure after we sort this out, you will be able to upload more....
tq
clarence.
----- Original Message ----From: Budi Soehardi
To: Clarence Yong
Cc: Caremy Neo Hui San ; rita Tungkol ; Ban Seng CHEW
Sent: Sunday, July 18, 2010 11:26 PM
Subject: Re: web apprearance

Thank you Clarence
But actually I was placing all of the picture on the center ( not right aligned)
I will do my best to up date the web
Regards
Budi
From: Clarence Yong <cyong@neudimenxion.com>
To: Budi Soehardi <budisoehardi@yahoo.com>
Cc: Caremy Neo Hui San <huisan@neudimenxion.com>; rita Tungkol <rita@neudimenxion.com>; Ban Seng CHEW <bschew@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, 18 July 2010 07:52:57
Subject: Re: web apprearance


Dear Budi,
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I have made some adjustments to the post..
The pictures were all set to <right align>, and that causes the captions/text under the picture not aligning properly. I removed the right align and now is all displaying in
order.
For all the pictures, try to set the size to the same width.. (for this post, i set it to 500 width)
Both orphanage wordpress and eclub wordpress are from the same family, so the method to upload post should be the same.
Pls do let me know if you have other ideas to improve.
tq
clarence.
----- Original Message ----From: Budi Soehardi
To: Ban Seng CHEW
Cc: Clarence Yong ; Ho Loon Shin ; Caremy Neo Hui San ; Christopher Bek ; Edmund Chew ; Shirin
Sent: Sunday, July 18, 2010 9:11 PM
Subject: web apprearance

Dear Clarence
It is urgent that we can up load the pictures and to place them properly.
Please have a look at our orphanage's web ( www.roslinorphanage.org)
The system is the same but I cannot up load into the Eclub's web like what I can do on our orphanage's web
Is it because of the division of the page into so many pages ?
Please let us know how so we can make a proper up load
I will take down again my 4 hours work rather than to look so messy
Regards
Budi
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